6 days Swissness program
in Zurich, Bern & Montreux

Itinerary

6 days program
City

Planning

Lunch

FIFA museum
exclusive dinner

Morning visit to Jucker's Farm with social
activities on spot

Restaurant Brasserie
Lipp

Zurich

Day 2

Zurich area

Day 3

Morning transfer from Zurich to Lucerne
Exclusive cheese cellar visit in Lucerne, guided
Zurich / Lucerne / Bern
Hinter Musegg
tour of the city
Afternoon transfer from Lucerne to Bern

Bern / Gruyères /
Montreux

Accommodation

Morning Meet & greet at Zurich airport
Late afternoon, vintage tram apero tour of
Zurich hotel
Zurich & Visit Fifa Museum including exclusive
dinner

Day 1

Day 4

Dinner

Juckers' Farm

Morning walking guided tour of Bern
Transfer from Bern to Gruyères / Fribourg area
Local restaurant
Afternoon visit of a dairy farm & visit of
Gruyères
Gruyères medieval village

Day 5

Montreux area

Morning visit of Chaplin's Museum
Restaurant Baron
Afternoon Train tour of Lavaux vinyeards with
Tavernier
wine tasting

Day 6

Montreux / Geneva

Morning transfer from Montreux to Geneva
Free time for shopping before the transfer to
Geneva airport

Restaurant Chez
Philippe

Hotel Schweizerhof
4*S

Restaurant
Kornhauskeller

Hotel Savoie 4*

Restaurant 45 Hotel
Suisse Majestic
Hotel Suisse Majestic
4*S
Gala dinner Oron
Castle

On board

Hotel Zurich
As a “metropolis of experiences” by the water, with a magnificent view of the snowcapped Alps on the horizon, Zürich Downtown Switzerland offers a
unique mixture of attractions – over 50 museums and more than 100 art galleries, international fashion labels and Zürich designs, and the most flamboyant
and lively nightlife in Switzerland. Recreational activities range from a visit to the riverside and lakeside bathing areas in the very heart of the city, to a
spectacular hike on the Uetliberg mountain.
The city of Zürich lies in the heart of Europe and at the center of Switzerland, on the northern shores of Lake Zürich. Its multicultural flair and the variety of
leisure activities on offer attract guests from all over the world.
A total of 370,000 people live in this experience, science and business center. Thanks to its top-quality infrastructure set amidst natural surroundings, it is a
popular place for study and research. For example, at Zürich University or the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich (ETH); built in 1855 by Gottfried
Semper, the ETH Zürich is today associated with 21 Nobel prizewinners.
Some 150 years ago, part of the city’s fortifications was transformed into what is now arguably the most famous “Station Road” in the world, the
Bahnhofstrasse. Zürich’s shopping mile has contributed largely to the city's reputation as an El Dorado for shoppers and is a top address for international
fashion labels, jewelry and watches. However, it is just one of the places where you can find urban Zürich labels; whether in Zürich-West or in the Aussersihl
quarter, you often come across local brands where you least expect them. They inspire the fashion-conscious and cause a sensation far beyond Switzerland's
borders – as has, for example, the cult label Freitag, with its unique style of bags and accessories.
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Hotel Schweizerhof 4*S

This history-steeped establishment lies directly opposite Zurich Main Station. Both the famous Bahnhofstrasse and the
up-and-coming Europaallee are just a stone’s throw away.
The 99 rooms and suites skillfully combine modern-day amenities with stylish luxury.
The lavish champagne breakfast is included for all overnight guests, while in the La Soupière restaurant visitors are
treated to regional and French cuisine. Light delicacies and antipasti are served in the Café Gourmet. In addition, the
Schweizerhof Bar is the perfect place to bring the day to a close with a drink in elegant surroundings.
The historical Hotel Schweizerhof in Zurich’s city center offers soundproof meeting rooms for 2–60 participants.

Hotel Bern

Not many cities have managed to retain their historic features quite as successfully as Bern, the capital of
Switzerland. The old town of Bern is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and thanks to its 6 kilometers of arcades - the
locals refer to them as 'Lauben' - boasts on of the longest weather-sheltered shopping promenades in Europe.
The medieval air of this city with its many fountains, sandstone facades, narrow streets and historic towers is
unique. The elevated Rose Garden above the Bear Park and the platform of the 101-metre-high cathedral tower
offer the best views of the old town round which the River Aare flows. The former entrenchments and bastions
drop down steeply to the river. The boutiques, bars and cabaret stages of the old town, some of which are located
in vaulted cellars, and the small street cafes attract locals as well as a lot of tourists. Although Bern has a very good
public transport network it is best to explore the city centre on foot.

Hotel Savoy 4*

The Hotel Savoy has 63 rooms, which are divided into four categories, as well as a spacious suite on the top floor
that is perfect for longer stays.
The Hotel Savoy has 63 rooms, which are divided into four categories, as well as a spacious suite on the top floor
that is perfect for longer stays.
To ensure you have an enjoyable stay at the Hotel Savoy all our rooms are non-smoking rooms and have the
following equipment: 40'' HD TV, free Wi-fi, key-card access, desk with HDMI connectivity panel, telephone with
voice-mail service, safe, air conditioning, minibar, free mineral water, kettle, coffee- and tea-making facilities,
cosmetic mirror, hairdryer, complimentary toiletries.
Two of the rooms in our Comfort category are fully accessible, and in various rooms we offer extra-long beds (210
cm). Free Wi-fi is available throughout the hotel and of course our best rate guarantee applies to all our rooms.

Hotel Montreux

ⒸMontreux Riviera_Maud Rion

«Pearl of the Riviera», Montreux-Vevey enjoys a particularly mild and pleasant climate thanks to its privileged location
on the shores of Lake Geneva and at the foot of the Alps.
Vevey is the oldest city of Swiss Riviera and one of the nicest spot in the area. The Charlie Chaplin’s family still live here
and the town is full of memories Henri Nestlé, who selected Vevey as hometown of the worldwide known company.
Ideally located on the shores of Lake Geneva, with the majestic Alps as backdrop, commonly known as the "Pearl of the
Swiss Riviera", Montreux has welcomed travellers since the 18th century, when young European aristocrats visited
Europe to complete their education.
You will find everything here: the lake, the mountains, and the city - a distinctive consonance of nature and work of
man, which has been preserved and carefully developed for centuries. Montreux - the pearl of Swiss Riviera, the culture
and convention city with a warm-hearted way of life.

Hotel Suisse Majestic 4*S

A short walk from Montreux station, the Grand Hôtel Suisse-Majestic overlooks the lake shore, offering its guests
one of the most beautiful views of Lake Geneva. With its refurbished rooms and sophisticated restaurant, it
welcomes day visitors, tourists and business men and women.
The Grand Hotel Suisse Majestic is the most central located hotel in the very heart of Montreux, in front of the
railway station (20m.), 200m from the steam boat landing stage and overlooking the Alps and Lake Geneva. Belle
Epoque style hotel, built in 1870 and completely refurbished since May 1st, 2010. 155 rooms equipped with all
amenities.
The main restaurant Le 45 with panoramic view over the lake is open all year and offers a traditional local food.
The hotel has also 7 meeting rooms for seminary, dinners, weddings..
You can also have some relaxing time in the spa, if you are more active you will find your way to the fitness center.

Day 1
Tram Apero tour Zurich
&
FIFA Museum exclusive visit & Dinner

Tram Apero Tour

In Zürich, you can even enjoy festive food and drink champagne on public transport: as you go home from
work, the VBZ public transport company will be serving canapés on the trams.
Meanwhile this pleasant option will give you the opportunity to transfer your clients from the hotel to the
restaurant.
The journey in the vintage tram travels through the city centre, past the most beautiful squares in Zurich. You
will see the chic Bahnhofstrasse, catch a view of the lake from the Quaibrücke and admire the traditional
houses along the Limmatquai. In addition, we will also travel through Seefeld, for example, to Tiefenbrunnen
railway station, up to Römerhof or to Wollishofen and also into the fashionable area of Zurich-West.

Exclusive dinner & visit
FIFA World Football Museum

The FIFA World Football Museum is an interactive experience world for people of all ages, and is guaranteed to get all football fans’
pulses racing.
Spread over three floors and covering approximately 3,000 square meters (32,500 sq.ft) of exhibition space, the FIFA World
Football Museum examines all aspects of the world of football. Besides the extraordinary history of FIFA and the Football World
Cup, an interactive, multimedia world of experiences illustrates how, across the globe, the game stirs people’s emotions on a daily
basis, and influences and inspires them. Along with the original World Cup Trophy, the Museum displays over 1,000 items of
exclusive memorabilia and apparel, including the national football shirts of all the FIFA member associations. A further highlight is
the giant pinball machine, which invites visitors to test their own ball skills in a playful manner – guaranteeing plenty of fun,
including for non-football fanatics.
The Sportsbar 1904, a bistro and a cafeteria ensure that guests do not go hungry. In addition, the Museum shop – which, like the
restaurants, is open to the public – stocks a range of great gifts and souvenirs for fans of all ages.

Day 2
Visit Juckers’ Farm
& social activities

Jucker’s Farm

Jucker Farm Seegräben – Farm Adventure by the Pfäffikersee Lake
In the atmospheric farm store, locally grown products are the basis of the meals. A natural playground, Geissli
Park, rabbits and the straw bouncy castle offer diversion for the little ones. Depending upon the season, one can
pluck berries and cherries. The absolute highlight is the apple garden – an accessible labyrinth made up of 5,900
apple trees that provide apples for the table and for producing cider. Switzerland’s largest pumpkin exhibition
takes place from the beginning of September to the beginning of November.
Many activities are possible for groups on spot, on request.

Jucker’s Farm

Restaurant Brasserie Lipp – Zurich

Description : Modeled on the original restaurant of the same name in Paris, Zurich’s Brasserie Lipp celebrates
traditional French home cooking at the highest level.
Cuisine style : French
Capacity : tba
Opening hours : Monday to Thursday, 8.00am – 12.00am / Friday 8.00am – 1.00am
Saturday 11.30am – 1.00am / Sunday 12.00am – 11.00pm
Groups accepted : Yes
Price : 3 courses menu starting from CHF 57.00 / drink package starting from tba

Day 3
Walking tour Lucerne
&
Cheese cellar visit Lucerne

Walking guided tour of Lucerne

ⒸLDD

Tour includes the two old wooden bridges, the Chapel Bridge and the Spreuer Bridge, the Lion Monument (1820)
dedicated to the Swiss Guard, the ancient walls and fortifications Old town and the pedestrian streets and the
Town Hall.
You will learn important and humorous facts about the history of Lucerne and the everyday life of its residents. You
will discover hidden alleys, visit town squares teeming with activity and even catch a glimpse of the city’s “crown,”
the Musegg Wall. Experience renowned sights and many fascinating aspects.

Cheese Cellar visit - Lucerne

In the heart of the city of Lucerne lies a jewel. We’re not talking about the Kapellbrücke (Chapel Bridge) or the imposing
water tower, or even the KKL, the Lucerne Art and Congress Centre – no, we’re talking about the venerable Sbrinz cheese
storehouse in Lucerne’s St. Karli district.
Built as long ago as 1926, the Sbrinz cheese storehouse in the cellars of EMMI Schweiz AG continues to serve its purpose
today. Some of the Sbrinz cheese dairies that are still in production today already delivered their cheese at that time to
Emmental AG Luzern, as EMMI Schweiz AG was called until just a few years ago. The storehouse, part of which is located
under the river Reuss, is impressive even today. Up to 60 000 wheels of Sbrinz AOP can be stored here, in an upright rather
than horizontal position.

Lunch at Hinter Musegg - Lucerne

Just beyond the Old Town, or more precisely behind the Musegg Wall, there’s a farm where land has been
cultivated for 400 years. The animal farm is now run ecologically and offers visitors a wide-ranging experience.

Between the fragrance of coffee and the smell of the farm – the restaurant
The cosy restaurant serves coffee and cake as well as refreshing home-made Musegg beer. The varied menu
changes weekly and the breakfast here is very popular: the restaurant has become a gathering place for the
neighbourhood and attracts visitors from near and far.

Restaurant Kornhauskeller – Berne

Description : The Kornhauskeller is a unique guest room to pause and enjoy. The architecture exudes a sacral grace
and the dimensions fascinate. In the restaurant we serve a Mediterranean cuisine. There are also Swiss classics and
Bernese specialties. And the Kornhausgalerie with bar and lounge offers the perfect setting for a pleasurable
finale.
Cuisine style (International / French / Italian…) : Mediterranean, Swiss & Bernese specialties.
Capacity : tba
Opening hours : Monday to Sunday: 11.45 to 14.30 and 6:00 to 12:30
Groups accepted : Yes
Price : 3 courses menu starting from 45.- / drink package starting from xxx

Day 4
Walking tour Bern
Visit of Biodynamic Farm
&
Visit of Gruyères

Walking sightseeing tour of Bern
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Walking sightseeing tour in Berne
On this stroll through Bern’s Old Town, you’ll learn more about the city‘s 800-year history.

You’ll marvel at the late Gothic Cathedral (Münster) with its stunning portal and its depiction of the Last
Judgment.
The Clock Tower (Zytglogge), our oldest city gate dating to the 13th century, awaits you and offers a fascinating
show on the hour.
And who knows, you might even meet up with a member of the Federal Council in front of the Parliament
building. On rainy days, our arcades will provide shelter.
Come along and discover the Swiss capital and UNESCO World Heritage Site at its beautiful best.

Visit of a biodynamic farm
Gruyères/Fribourg area

The Pays de Fribourg is somewhat a world turned upside down: cold, limestone summits are found in the south
and mild, even Mediterranean-like lakesides in the north. On its small territory, two languages coexist and three
very distinct holiday regions overlap: the Pre-Alps, the city of Fribourg and the Three-Lakes Region.
Our farmer welcomes with great pleasure all the curious who would like to discover the world of organic and
biodynamic agriculture, for a visit to see according to your needs and our availability.
For a day, half a day, they welcome you for a guided tour of our farm, to introduce you to the farm, the animals,
the crops, the dairy and way of working.

Gruyères
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The peaceful scenery of the Gruyère region, with the Lake of Gruyère – one of the finest artificial lakes in
Switzerland – is home to the black and white Fribourg cows which provide the milk for the strongly flavoured
Gruyère cheese. In the middle of this picture postcard scenery, nestling between the slopes of the Moléson and
the Dent du Chamois, rises the medieval, traffic-free little town of Gruyères, with its castle, surrounded by a
fortified wall.
An important part in the picturesque overall scene in the little town is played by the several restaurants serving
specialities from the Gruyère region: fondue, raclette and, especially, desserts made with the excellent Gruyère
double cream.

Restaurant 45
Hotel Suisse Majestic – Montreux

With our food concepts you can discover the culinary diversity of the region, effectively combined with delicacies
from around the world. With a glorious view of Lake Geneva and the French Alps, you can enjoy an experience for
the eyes and the taste-buds. In our restaurant 45 Grill & Health you can celebrate the start and the end of a
culinary journey that is shaped by the freshness of the sea, a healthy lifestyle, and pure taste. That is how one lives
and enjoys in Montreux.

Day 5
Visit Chaplins’ World Montreux
Lavaux tour & tasting
&
Farewell dinner Oron Castle

Chaplin’s World

Chaplin's World™ © Bubbles Incorporated

Enter the world of Charlie Chaplin and share a unique moment with friends and family as you meet one of the 20th century’s most
celebrated artists, along with the stars and celebrities who shaped his life.
Chaplin’s World By Grévin offers an exciting mix of entertainment and culture, taking you on a journey back in time, by combining
unique exhibits and film clips with interactive displays and multimedia installations.
Charlie Chaplin is back in the magnificent family home where he once lived. Nestled between mountains and lake, the legendary
Manoir de Ban reopens its doors so you can relive some of the highlights from Chaplin’s life.
1850 m2 of exhibition space: our unique visitor experience is inspired by the grand surroundings of the Manoir de Ban, a listed
building where Charlie Chaplin and his family used to live, and by the work of one of the 20th century’s most celebrated
filmmakers. Admire the magnificent decors and enjoy a whole range of interactive exhibits in the new purpose-built Studio.

Lavaux Tour
Visit of a local winery combined with tasting

Covering 800 hectares, Lavaux is the largest contiguous vineyard region in Switzerland, and its daringly constructed hillside
terraces have been protected by UNESCO since 2007.
Right at the start of this tour, the medieval St. Saphorin with its narrow alleys and characteristic winegrowers' houses from the
16th to 19th centuries is worth a visit. The town's original church steeple still adorns many wine labels today. It is said that the
Auberge de l'Onde, an establishment that can look back at a centuries-old tradition of hospitality, and where local delicacies are
served on three floors, is worth sinning for.
To carelessly pass by wine cellars and traditional pubs would be a crime. After all, those who want to experience the scenery with
all the senses should also taste it. And after a glass of Chasselas the dynamic uphills and downhills of the trail to Lutry are twice as
much fun. On some days of the week the "Lavaux Express" is ready to comfortably transport tired hikers through the World
Heritage Region, as is the "Lavaux-Panoramic" train, which takes hikers through the same region.

Château D’Oron

The castle of Oron is located just 20 minutes from Lausanne, 20 minutes from Montreux, 45 minutes from Berne or 10 km
from the motorway exits of Chexbres, Chatel St Denis or Vaulruz.
This is a place that offers the unique possibility of combining meetings, seminars and 40 to 380 people in several conference
rooms, with technical equipment for some of them.
Aperitifs in the courtyard; banquet or meal in one of the magnificent rooms of Justice Guards or arches; theatrical, concert or
just visit historic apartments (one can see the largest castle in Europe library bringing together about 18,000 volumes).

Day 6
Shopping Geneva
&
Transfer to Geneva airport

Shopping Geneva
Despite its small size, Geneva rivals London and Paris as a major shopping destination in Europe. Geneva specializes in
the finer things in life and, though they are not cheap, the selection is staggering and makes for world class window
shopping – practically a national sport in Switzerland

Restaurant Chez Philippe - Geneva

Located in the Passage des Lions, an excellent address for a restaurant for "carnivores", Chez Philippe might be
taken for a micro-enclave of New York in the heart of Geneva. A sort of meatpacking district on the Rhône.
An authentic grill house with its raw materials, its soft vibe and this distinctive embracing warmth that you can't
quite decide if it's made of charcoal or friendship. Loft proportions, the space has two levels and two ambiance.

Open every days from12:00 to 15:00 and from 19:00 to 23:00

We would be pleased to welcome you in Switzerland !

SM Travel
P.O. Box 2102
1211 Geneva 01 / Switzerland
Phone : +41 22 731 65 20
smtravel@dmcgva.ch
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